Wattlesborough Tower

Fig. 1. Aerial view of Wattlesborough Tower from the west, with the early 18th century hall on the south
abutting the facade. The added 14th or 15th century chamber block extends from the east facade, off-centre
in the south-east corner. The view shows the steep original countersunk roofline with the gable on an
east-west axis. The roof line terminated just below the string-course - hence the rainwater spout on the west
facade in the SW corner. If there had been a spiral-stair caphouse it would have been in the SE corner turret
to the right of the modern chimney.
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Fig. 2. The Wattlesborough Farm complex, view from the west. The hall/farmhouse c. 1711,( internally including
earlier dated forms), abuts the south face of the tower. The hall hides the original first-floor tower entrance.
A rectilinear wet inner moat surrounded the tower, one arm of which followed the line of the static caravans.

survives only as a very insignificant earthwork in
the field to the west. Each arm of the moat is about
230ft (70m) long. It is some distance away from
the tower itself, so may represent the remains of
an outer enclosure, or perhaps a later garden
feature. If it did originally surround the tower and
any other presumed medieval buildings, then the
earthwork would have been exceptionally large,
perhaps as much as 492ft (150m) a side, and
enclosing almost 6 acres (2.43 ha). There is also
said to have been an inner moat, indicated by the
hedge at the bottom of the garden (marked by the
line of static caravans in Fig 2). It was presumably
this moat that is shown on the right of the Ingleby
painting (Fig 4).

Wattlesborough Tower, Shrewsbury (SJ 355126)
Paul Davis
Wattlesborough lies approximately 8 miles (12 km)
west of Shrewsbury on what was an important
route into Wales through a broad pass flanked by
the Breidden Hills and the Long Mountain. Along
the course of this road (now the A458) there is a
scattering of motte and ringwork castles that
probably represent an early Norman advance,
intended to protect the westerly approach to
Shrewsbury. The castle occupies a low rise on the
north side of the road, a tall, red sandstone tower
rising above the modern farm buildings that
cluster about it. This tower now forms part of a
long range of buildings orientated NW to SE,
though for the sake of simplicity, the main axis is
referred to herein as N to S. Two wings have been
added to the tower; that on the east is a latemedieval chamber block, while on the south is a
larger house (still inhabited) known as Wattlesborough Hall, which appears to be predominately
post-medieval in date. The only sign of an earthwork precursor is the right-angled corner of a
moat, which is still marked on OS maps, but

Although there are antiquarian hints of additional
towers and walls, it is only the derelict shell of the
tower that survives today. It has long been on the
Heritage at Risk Register, but still remains substantially intact, and displays a wide range of architectural details indicative of a very long life. The actual
age of the tower has long been a source of debate,
and the purpose of this survey is to try and settle
that controversy.
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Fig. 3. illustration from Edward Blore, 1868, 'Wattlesborough Tower’, The Archaeological Journal Vol. 25 pp.
97-102. The view is from the NE, with the two-storey chamber block butting up to the east elevation.

History
In the Domesday Book of 1086 Wattlesborough
is listed as Wetesburg, and the ‘burg’ element
has led to the suggestion that it might occupy
the site of a pre-Norman fortification. The
subsequent descent of the property is confused
due to the many intertwining branches of the
family tree and the repetitive use of the same
forenames, and not all antiquarians are in agreement with names and dates. According to
Eyton’s Antiquities of Shropshire (1858), it was
held by a cadet branch of the main Corbet
dynasty of Caus for a knight’s fee. From around
1180 Wattlesborough was held by a Richard
Corbet until his death in 1225.

Morton Corbet. The Corbet line established
there was to last well after the feudal age was
little more than a distant memory. The ruins of
their castle and grandiose Elizabethan mansion
are now in the care of English Heritage.
But to return to Wattlesborough; in 1272 King
Henry III granted Robert Corbet (d. 1300) the
right to hold a weekly market and an annual
three-day fair, so there must have been more
than just a castle here to warrant such a move.
A village is said to have stood in the featureless
fields to the east, and the fair was last held in
1857.
Towards the end of the fourteenth century the
estate passed by marriage through several
owners until about 1471 when it ended up with
the Leighton family, who were to possess it into
modern times. Around 1565 the herald and bard
Gruffudd Hiraethog paid a visit and recorded the
many coats of arms that were emblazoned on
the walls and windows. A generation later, Sir
Edward Leighton (d. 1593), sheriff of Shropshire
and Montgomeryshire, entertained the flamboyant and ill-fated earl of Essex here for several
weeks in 1584. His descendant, another Edward,

His son and heir, another Richard, made a
lucrative marriage to Joanna, daughter of Bartholomew Toret of Morton Toret, in the early
years of the thirteenth century (some sources
say by 1200, others around 1211). Bartholomew’s estate was centred at Morton Toret,
approximately 8 miles (12km) NE of Shrewsbury,
but it appears that it was only after he died in
1235 that his castle passed into the control of
the Corbets and was subsequently renamed
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Fig. 4. John Ingleby, (1749 -1808). Wattlesborough. North facade (but garderobe omitted), cropped. Watercolour,
dated 1796. National Library of Wales, ref: PD 9174. http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/
(Ingleby Collection). The tower, with pyramidal roof, was subsequently re-roofed by the time Blore saw it in 1858.

As previously noted, the actual age of the tower
has been the subject of much debate. The
current ‘official’ view is that it was probably
built at the end of the thirteenth century by the
aforementioned Robert Corbet, in a deliberately antiquarian style to associate himself with
the older noble families of the Marches. The
towers at Clun and Hopton are similarly thought
to be late-thirteenth-century examples of architectural nostalgia among the medieval aristocracy. But Wattlesborough appears to sport too
many archaic details for this view to be tenable.
In fact, when all the later additions, insertions
and alterations are stripped away, what is left
is a typical late-Norman keep, and not a latemedieval pastiche. The set-back pilaster buttresses, string course, simple unglazed window
openings, and carved doorway with integral

abandoned Wattlesborough as the main family
seat in 1711, in favour of Loton Park at nearby
Alberbury. There is a tradition that the Hall was
extensively remodelled around this time as a
result of fire damage. The castle remained in
use as a farm, but was certainly not neglected
by the absentee owners for a painting dated
1796 (Fig. 4) shows that the tower had been
transformed into an ornamental folly. The
battlements had been replaced with a pyramidal roof crowned with a balustraded cupola,
from where extensive views of the surrounding
countryside could be enjoyed. The tower
seems to have remained inhabited well into
the nineteenth century and the roof lasted
until the 1950s. Thereafter it was abandoned
and all access into it from the adjoining hall
blocked off.
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Two drawings by Edward Blore c. 1858, from the NE. Above: Fig. 5. Pencil on paper; Shelfmark: © British
Library Additional MS 42017; Item number: f.24; Perhaps the actuality as seen by Blore; he noticed the mitred
tops to the corner buttress and they are included in both sketches.
Below: Fig. 6. Wattlesborough Tower and Hall. View from the NE. Perhaps the status as desired by Blore with
post-medieval accretions removed. © British Library. Shelfmark: Additional MS 42017; Item number: f.23.
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Fig. 7. Comparative plans of the first floors of small late-Norman (solar) great towers before 1200. Wattlesborough
has internal dimensions of approx 20ft (6m) square, with walls about 6ft (2m) thick. Outer dimensions are approx
30ft (9)m square. The Moreton Corbet plan is partly conjectural. Moreton Corbet, Peveril and Goodrich are in the
custody of English Heritage and are usually open to visitors. Wattlesborough remains in private hands.

other words, it was not a massively defended
stronghold bristling with soldiers, but rather a
secure private apartment for the lord of the
castle, whose main accommodation would have
been provided by a hall or chamber block
nearby. The tower originally contained just one
habitable chamber over a dark basement store,
and was accessed by an external stair leading
up to the impressive carved stone doorway.
There was just the one room inside, lit by four
unglazed windows and no doubt heated by a
portable brazier (as there was no original
fireplace). One door (NE) gave access to a
garderobe, and another (SE) led to a spiral stair
climbing to the battlements, which rose high
above the gabled roof. Such countersunk roofs
are another feature of Norman castle
architecture, and may have been intended to
fool outside observers into thinking the tower
was more substantial than it really was.

tympanum, are all typical of the period. It has a
strong similarity to the royal castle at Peveril
(Derbyshire), built by Henry II in 1176-8, and
there is a resemblance to Bridgnorth (Shropshire), which may even date back to the reign of
Henry I. Some of the details also appear at
Moreton Corbet itself.¹
However, while the great tower certainly
appears imposing, it is relatively small structure,
barely 20ft (6m) a side internally, with 6ft (2m)
thick walls faced with finely dressed blocks of
masonry. It belongs to a class of towers that
castle students have termed ‘solar-keeps’ – in
¹ There is also some doubt as to the age of the tower at
Moreton Corbet too; it is broadly dated to c. 1200 so
could have been built by the Torets, or even by the
Corbets after 1235. In either case, Wattlesborough
probably served as the model (though it could be that
the shared details are a regional style favoured by local
masons, rather than a deliberate attempt at copying).
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Fig. 8. Ground-floor and first-floor plans with suggested alteration date colour-coding . FP= fireplace.
A residential tower of Robert Corbet’s time
would never have been so ill-equipped when
domestic comfort was increasingly influencing
the design of English castles. The keep was
undoubtedly built much earlier, probably
towards the end of the twelfth century or the
very early thirteenth century, and so would have
been the work of a Richard Corbet who appears
to have held the property between c.1180 and
1225. Subsequent owners had to carry out some
major alterations to improve the spartan
accommodation here, including the insertion of
an extra room in the roofspace, building a
chamber block alongside, and the welcome
addition of fireplaces and glazed windows. The
architectural details suggest these changes took
place over a long period of time between 1300
and 1600. Last to be added was the existing hall,
which seems primarily to be of seventeenthcentury date, though it may well incorporate
material recycled from the other domestic
buildings that must once existed here.

interior fittings suggest a date earlier than 1600;
indeed, there is a tradition that the house was
extensively remodelled after a fire in 1711, at
the time the Leightons abandoned it for Loton
Park. However, a report commissioned by the
owner in 2013 from A J Mugridge (an expert on
brick manufacturing) concluded that some of
the partition walls featured bricks compatible
with a date in the 1420s. It is therefore possible
that some early fabric remains incorporated into
the existing structure.

The Chamber Block is a smaller two-storey
stone block jutting out from the east side of the
tower. This too, was only cursorily examined,
but it is clear that it was an early addition to the
tower (probably sixteenth century). It has
suffered from extensive later alterations and is
now semi-derelict. Originally it had a steeplypitched roof and a number of small arched
windows, as depicted by Blore. In the middle of
the E gable is what appears to be a highly
ornamental buttress. However, embedded in
Description of the complex
the wall beneath the buttress is a reused stone
The Hall is a two-storey stone building with arch (the head of either a door or a window) rubble walls and a slate roof. It was only briefly so it may be that the entire gable has been
examined and none of the surviving details and reconstructed at some time, utilising dressed
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stones of ashlar red sandstone. The battlements / crenellations and possibly a corner
stair-turret caphouse which once surmounted the walls have been removed and
a modern roof had taken their place before
its removal. The massiveness of the stonework and the smooth-cut masonry is
worthy of notice (tower dimensions 33 x
32ft (10 x 9.8m). The walls are 6ft (2m)
thick, the angles are finished with broad flat
buttresses 6ft (2m) wide and 10 inches
(25cm) deep. The buttresses might be
termed as clasping the angles (Renn 341),
but they join at right angles rather than
totally wrapping around. The angled arris
so created is capped at just below parapet
level by unusual mitred corners (see below).

Fig. 9. West facade with original central two-light windows
below the two later insertions. To the right is one of the
drain spouts to take rainwater off the countersunk roof.

On the west and south sides the original
round-headed two-light windows remain,
although those in the south are now hidden
by the hall. They are now twin rectangular
loops with solid tympanum above and with
chamfered heads and jambs. The motif of
the central chamfered mullion, with its
lightly incised scroll-like stops, is repeated
on the jambs and is similar to those on the
main entrance (Figs. 11, 23). The tower
consisted originally of two floors. Later the
roof was heightened and a third floor was
created, presumably a bedroom, within the
original roof space.

On the east elevation late-Gothic or Tudor
windows have been inserted which appear to be
late 14th and early 16th century (Fig. 13), with a
Perpendicular twin-light window on the south
elevation (Fig. 12 Inset) at the hall roof-gable
height, perhaps c. 1400-1450 with its flat-headed
supermullioned drop tracery. On the north facade
there is a box latrine with raking corbels and the
remains of a late flat-headed bifore window (Fig.
14). The C16? external fireplace on the east elevation (which also has a blocked doorway into the
upper room of the 15th- or 16th-century chamber
block) had a flue created by widening the tower
corner buttress resulting in a series of stepped
reductions in width.

stones from elsewhere on site. The first floor of
the chamber block seems to have been used as
a solar or bed-chamber accessed from the
tower. It has a Tudor-arch stone fireplace with
a flue skilfully built into the side of the corner
buttress of the tower. Blore’s drawing shows
another chimney at the opposite E gable end.
Exterior of the Tower
The principal building consists of a square (solar)
tower about 50ft (15m) high with flat NormanRomanesque style pilaster buttresses at the corners. It rises above a battered and chamfered
plinth. It consists throughout of large squared
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Fig. 10. Wattlesborough tower elevations. South shows the outline of the present hall butting up to the facade,
hiding windows and entrances, including the later forced entries into the undercroft. The east elevation shows
the extant remains of the chamber block in outline and the east and north show the early-mid fifteenth
century windows. The twin windows with rounded heads and solid tympana are seen as late NormanRomanesque type or early C13. What may be seen as post-medieval interventions are omitted from the
elevations.
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Fig. 11. West facade windows (see figs. 9, 10), now blocked. Original two-light round-headed windows with
their unusual one-piece solid plain tympana below, and later crude additions above. The central chamfered
mullion with its lightly incised bar and scroll-like stops is repeated on the lower jambs either side, and is
similar to those on the inner order of the main entrance (Fig. 23).
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Fig. 12. South facade. The main entrance is on the first floor is now approached through a hall bathroom, but
is blocked off from the tower just beyond the door. The gable of the later hall breaks into an upper window (Inset
1. The window is in an early fifteenth century style). (Inset 2. An 1819 sketch then in the possession of Sir Baldwyn
Leighton, Bart., at Loton Park. Note the possible roofline beyond the chamfer stop point of the corner buttresses.
Compare this to the Ingleby and Blore images. (Figs. 4, 5) and some discrepancies become apparent.
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Fig. 13. East facade. On the left is the semi-ruined chamber block, its roof-raggle marks highlighting the
original gabled roofline. A later brick and plaster blocking highlights a late door insertion that cuts into one
of the original round-headed twin-light windows. Further below is a flat-headed square 16th or 17th century
basement light. Inset: The C14 blocked flat-headed ogee-framed light with blind trefoils in the spandrels from
the new upper floor. See also Blore’s drawing (Fig. 22)
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Fig. 14. North facade. Typically the side of most residential towers where the garderobes are located. That
on the left is a particularly elegant cantilevered box latrine with raking chute corbels at the end of a passage
with three angled turns. The enlarged first-floor cusped and ogee-headed window probably replaces the
original twin-light round-headed late-12th- or 13th-century light and Edward Blore included a drawing of this
window with in his 1868 AJ article. See both Insets. It is not clear whether Blore is correct in his reconstruction.
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Fig. 15. Wattlesborough tower interior, looking east. Ground floor undercroft with wall offsets. Breakthrough
door to the right. First floor. Centre: large window embrasure with half-blocked late-Norman-Romanesque
type window. Left: square-headed door to the garderobe. Right: Square-headed door to the vaulted spiral
stair (clockwise). Left: north wall with round-headed cupboard or more probably a basin.
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Interiors:
Ground floor of the tower
The interior of the tower is now only accessible
by a ragged opening knocked through from the
ground floor of the Chamber Block, and leads
into a square room, 5.5m by 5.8m (Fig. 15).
There was a timbered ceiling supported on 6
joists and by a shallow offset in the walls. All the
existing openings appear to be later alterations,
and the room was probably accessed by
trapdoor and ladder from the floor above
originally. Window openings have been roughly
cut up and through the E and N walls to provide
some light, and the former retains a chamfered
dressed stone frame with a square head and
label (probably of 16th - 17th century date).
Two doorways have also been cut through the
S wall into the Hall, though both have since been
blocked up. The most westerly has a twocentred arch with chamfered jambs (the stops
are concealed by the raised floor level), so is
likely to be an early addition of the 13th or 14th
century (Fig. 16). However, the passageway
from the house is just as rough as all the other
openings here, and there has been no attempt
to face the passage with quality masonry or
vaulting. Furthermore, the rear of the arch has
a very shallow rebate for a thin wooden door,
quite unexpectedly flimsy for a medieval date.
These details suggest that the opening itself is
also a post-medieval alteration, and that the
dressed stonework may have been reworked
and reused from elsewhere on site.

Fig. 16. Basement (ground floor) looking south and
originally leading into the hall. Possibly a postmedieval addition / alteration, utilising dressed stone
from elsewhere.

First floor of the tower
Originally the first floor was accessed by a very
fine dressed stone doorway set against the
buttress in the SW corner, and was presumably
reached by a timber or stone stair rising from
the courtyard (Figs. 17, 23). The outer order or
frame of the door has a round-arched head with
a plain chamfer stopped on the RH side only.
The stop is much worn, and superficially
resembles a beakhead with a wide-open mouth
like a chick wanting to be fed, or a grotesque
face. The inner order or frame has a narrower

Fig. 17. First-floor dressed stone entrance with
chamfers and with integral plain tympanum. See also
Fig. 23 and commentary.

chamfer with lightly incised stops of the same
type seen on the mullions of the original twolight windows. The door-head itself is square,
with a plain integral tympanum above. Sockets
survive for paired drawbars, and which (from
the inside) were drawn from right to left to
secure the door. The door itself was hung on
hinges on the RH side (from inside).
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Fig. 18. Interior looking west. The central (blocked) window embrasure on the first floor. The mullion is
thickened at half height for a draw-bar hole, common in the C13 but also seen in the late C12, at, e.g.
Conisbrough (1180s). An inserted axial beam cuts into the head of the arch to support an extra floor above.

The first floor was the only original residential
chamber in the tower, and measures just 20ft x
20ft approx (5.9m x 6.1m). It had a steeply pitched
and countersunk roof, its outline marked by a
string course or weather moulding in the E and W
gable walls. It appears the roof had a single central
truss that rose from a beam running N - S and now
marked by a socket hole in the walls. Below it is a
shallow offset and a row of concave corbels (6 per
side) which supported the transverse joists of a
low loft. These joists were also supported
underneath by an E-W axial beam (Fig. 18).
However, it is not altogether certain if these
corbels are original, and they may be later
modifications for the upper chamber that was
later created in the roofspace. It will be seen that
the axial beam rather clumsily cuts into the arched
head of the gable windows, reinforcing the view

that these corbels are later insertions. At the apex
of each gable there is a small rectangular recess,
which looks like a blocked window or ventilation
hole, though there is no sign of any opening on the
exterior; but given the extensive renovations that
have taken place here, it is conceivable that the
openings were skilfully blocked off when the upper
chamber was put in. Though small and lacking any
original fireplace, the first-floor was, nonetheless,
a fine chamber by medieval standards. There was
a garderobe in the NE corner, reached through a
square-headed door and up along a dog-leg
passageway to the corbelled-out latrine on the
north facade. In the SE corner another squareheaded door provided access to a vaulted newel
stair. There were windows in all four walls, having
very wide, but shallow splayed openings without
window seats, and leading to the two-light frames
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south
Fig. 19. Interior looking south. Right: Blocked up main first-floor entrance. Centre: Two-light round-headed
windows blocked up, now hidden by the hall, in a wide segmental-headed embrasure. Pintles for the shutters
still in place with central mullion stone slot for the shutter drawbars. Concave corbels for the wall-plate.

Far more radical alterations were perpetrated on
the East twin-light round-headed late-NormanRomanesque style windows when the adjoining
chamber block was added (Fig. 13). A dog-leg
passage was cut through from the south jamb to
allow access from the tower into the first floor
of the chamber block, while the north jamb was
enlarged to form a recess or cupboard. This may
have been lit by a small loop-hole which appears
to be shown on Blore’s drawing (Fig. 5), though
it does not appear to be very prominent today
(the interior is currently difficult to access to
confirm this). The dog-leg passage was further
modified (probably post-Blore) when a doorway
was constructed into the chamber block at a
lower level to the medieval first-floor. However,
the liberal use of brick suggests this was a very
late alteration.

already described. The central mullions were
enlarged at mid height to allow for drawbars to
secure the wooden shutters. The internal arches
of the E and W window embrasures have round
heads (Figs. 15, 18), while both the S window and
the entrance have segmental arches (Fig. 19)
(presumably because the lateral walls allowed for
less height than the gable ends). The N window
has been too heavily modified to be sure of its
original shape (Fig. 14). Indeed, all of the window
openings have been modified to some degree;
that on the S was blocked up when the house was
built against the tower; the N opening was
enlarged and replaced with a two-light cusped
window (probably in the 14th century); the W
window had two similarly sized (but far cruder)
openings cut through above it (Fig. 11). These are
probably post-medieval insertions.
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Fig 20. One of the two small recesses in the north wall
on the first floor, probably for a wash-basin.

14). It is not altogether clear if these are original
features or later insertions.
Second floor

Fig 19. Looking west to the fireplace on the first floor
now blocked with infill (for a flue?) above.

Three other internal features remain to be
noted. Beside the W window is an inserted
fireplace with a square-moulded head, probably
of late-medieval date, which was subsequently
blocked up (Fig. 19). A rectangular patch of
stonework directly above it seems to mark a
hollowing out the wall to accommodate a flue.
The remaining feature is a pair of small recesses
in the N wall. The left-hand recess is a squareheaded cupboard rebated for an outwardlyopening wooden door; while the right-hand one
is similarly rebated, but with an arched head
(Fig. 20). The latter appears to have functioned
either as a slop drain or hand-wash basin as it
is located near to the door to the garderobe (the
exterior opening is visible just to the right of the
lower tapered raking section of the latrine, Fig.

This was reached by the spiral stair from the
first-floor chamber, in the SE corner turret
which has a right-hand turn and a vaulted
underside. This second floor was quite obviously
an insertion, for a doorway had to be provided
from the stair cutting through the line of the
original roof. This doorway has a typical concave
shouldered arch, which would put the date of
these alterations to about 1300 or later. The
inner face of this door cut across the angle of
the corner, and was supported by a pair of
concave corbels. This entrance was later altered
by the construction of a cupboard or small
chamber and by the insertion of a timber
doorway with a square head, both of which are
likely to be post-medieval alterations.
The chamber formed in the roof space has three
window openings with segmental heads; the N
retains no original dressed stonework; the E has
been blocked, but has a single-light ogee frame
visible from outside; the much larger S window
has also been blocked up, and only a portion of
its decorative two-light cusped head can be
seen just above the roof of the added Hall (Fig.
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Fig. 21. The original tower roof space looking east. To the left is the inserted window reveal which Edward
Blore drew from the exterior (Fig. 22), perhaps late fourteenth century. Right: the door broken into the second
floor from the spiral stair, which continued up to the roof. Top: The original gable-end weather-mouldings.

12, Insert) This chamber was heated by a small
fireplace in the NW corner, which has plain
chamfered jambs and a flat head (Fig. 18).
The Roof / Battlements structure
No sign of any roof structure now survives,
having been swept away by the post-medieval
features previously mentioned. However there
are some interesting features that remain at the
head of each of the corner turrets. These are
clearly articulated on the reconstruction
drawing of the solar tower (Fig. 24). This reentrant-angled corner arris so created is capped
at just below parapet level by very unusual
mitred corners that neatly tie the corners
together at cornice level. It remains on three of
the corners. The same design, and perhaps the
same hand is seen at nearby Moreton Corbet, a
castle owned by the same family in the
thirteenth century, (see below, Figs 25,26).
The stairs / forebuilding
Whilst the reconstruction drawing shows a
timber stair rising to the first-floor entrance,
there is some slight uncertain evidence that a
stone stair was added at some time, following
the same line. There are a number of embedded,
broken off stones along the south wall following
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 22. Edward Blore’s drawing of the blocked up
light on the second floor, seen externally on Fig. 13.
Blind trefoils in the spandrels, with ogee arch and
cusping. Probably late C14, early C15.
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A view of the chamfer stop at the
foot of the outer order of the RH
door arch. The arch on the left
hand side dies into the corner buttress. It resembles a Norman/
Romanesque beakhead design
with a wide-open mouth like a
chick wanting to be fed, or perhaps
a grotesque face. This stop is very
developed, even elaborate, using
mid-12th century-style motifs - a
kind of bizarre figurative sculpture
associated with Romanesque but
in anomalous door surround types
of what might be an early-thirteenth- century door moulding and
in a highly individual and atypical
kind of way. Beakhead was hardly
known or ever used in Shropshire,
so further research is required.
Fig. 23. The first-floor external entrance has a very fine dressed stone doorway set against the buttress in the SW
corner (left), and was reached by a timber or stone stair rising from the courtyard (Figs. 17, 24, postscript). The
outer order or frame of the door has a round-arched head with a plain chamfer stopped on the RH side only as
noted above. The inner order or frame has bar and scroll chamfer stops lightly incised.
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Wattlesborough Tower

Fig. 24. Wattlesborough great tower, as it may have looked in the early 13th century. View from the northeast.
The surrounding timber and earthen rampart is conjectural. The cutaway feature that opens up the interior view,
of necessity hides the spiral stair that was located in the near corner (first floor to the roof). The missing battlements
and slanting tops of the buttresses are based on the surviving features at Moreton Corbet © Paul Davis.
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Wattlesborough Tower

Fig 25. Left: Mitred top corner - Wattlesborough.

Fig 26. Right: Mitred top corner - Moreton Corbet.
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Wattlesborough Tower - Postscript

Postscript: Some unexplained features
While the reconstruction drawing (Fig. 24)
imagines a timber stair rising to the first-floor
entrance, there are some tantalising hints of a
more substantial structure here, following the
same line. Two rough
stones on the SE
buttress and a third
near the head of the
door, are arranged in
a diagonal alignment,
and might be brokenoff projecting slabs.
They are positioned
too high up the tower to have been steps, but
might have served as supports for a pent roof
over the staircase, or even part of a porch or
forebuilding structure in front of the tower. One
of the buttress stones could be the springer of
a lost arch or door, which would have opened
onto the stair. Unfortunately, the presence of
the later hall has obscured any further details
that might give weight to this supposition.

It was also noted that the SE buttress has a worn
circular indentation at its base, as if a nook shaft
had once occupied the recessed angle. Again,
the evidence is slight, and it is difficult to envisage a free-standing shaft rising the full height
of the tower, let
alone how it would
have integrated with
the mitred top. But
alternatively, it could
have been a feature
associated with the
hypothetical staircase outlined above.
These few clues give
us leave to image what might have been lost
here - a finely decorated arched doorway at the
foot of the stair, flanked by nook shafts, and
giving access to a grand stone staircase rising to
the first-floor entrance – a very impressive and
perhaps grandiose processional avenue for the
lord of Wattlesborough to reach his modestly
sized private apartment/ceremonial hall?

The sketches are conjectural. Version 1 (left) is the simplest, preferred option and potentially the most likely
(that is, if it actually had a forebuilding / stone stair) which would explain the broken-off stones. Version 2
(right) is more complicated and far more imaginary, and assumes there was a short nook shaft; its removal
may have caused more lasting impact to the tower. But then the evidence is slight at best. The lower window
hints at a possible room under the stair that led to the blocked door into the undercroft (Fig. 16).
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